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CONCLUSION AiID SUGGESTION

This chapter contains the conclusion gasped about the ironies found in

Jane Austen's novel Emma.It also gives some suggestions for further study on

ironv.

5.1 Conclusion

Emma has a desire to manage people around her. She tries to manage the

other characters' choices. To make her plan successful, she makes use of verbal

irony. She has a plan to match make Harriet Smith and Mr' Etton' She makes use

of verbal irony through comparison and illustration to persuade her submissive

friend, Harriet to refuse Mr. Martin's proposal'

To show her objection about something, she tends to make use of verbal

irony through overstatement and contrast. It happens when she objects about the

idea of Mr. Knightley's marrying Jane Fairfax whom she is jealous with'

The other characters also use the verbal irony' Mr' Elton often makes

ambiguous sentences. He has double meaninp towards anything related to Emma

and Harriet. IIe never clearly addresses Emma or Harriet. As a result, Emma

misreads them as signs of love to Harriet'

Frank Churchill makes use of ambigurty to cover up his feeling to Jane

Fairfax. He uses ambiguous word to point to someone when there are people
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beside him and Jane Fairfax. His intention to use ambiguity results in Emma's ill

judgment towards Jane Fairfax-

Emma has a previous judgment about someone she has not yet met' she

has good opinion about Frank Churchill, a man whom she never meets before and

thinks that he must be amiabte man. On the other hand, to the other visitor' she

has an ill surmise about her. She ignores Jane Fairfax and suspects that she has an

attachment to Mr. Dixon. she does not want to make friends with Jane Fairfax

who is more appropriate friencl for her than Harriet Smith because of jealousy'

Jane Fairfax has the same quality as her except for status. She prefers to make

friends with a submissive and meek woman because it would be easy for her to

dr-ive and persuade her friend'

Fancy and imagination give contributions to the Emma. They

have an effect on Emma's judgment almost throughout the novel' She thinks that

Frank Churchill falls in love with her but cannot see the signs of love from him to

Jane Fairfax. She believes that Mr. Elton will be a perfect match for Harriet while

he addresses herself. she imagines the gentleman whom Harriet falls for is Frank

Churchill but fails to see another possibility that the gentlanan is Mr' Knightley'

Emma,sweaknessespreventhertoseethingsc|early.However,Emma

still has Mr. Knightley as the character who often perceives things objectively'

she fails to see the symptoms of love between Frank churchill and Jane Fairf,ax'

She is flattered by Frank Churchill's attentions which deceive' She

misunderstands Mr. Elton's attention. She lets the misunderstanding between her

and Harriet, that later irritates her. She thinks that she knows what the other
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characters feel but she

misunderstanding makes her

man whom Harriet falls for.

does not understand her own feeling' The

realizs that she actually loves Mr. Knightley, the

Derived from the analysis and findings in the previous chapter, it is seen

that most of the ironies happen due to misinterpreting, self-delusion, and blunders

of the main character, Emma Woodhouse. It is learned that the verbal irony can be

used to get certain purposes. The dramatic irony gives learning about what implies

in sentences and manners. The situational irony gives aralizaion that sometimes

an expectation does not come true.

5.2 Suggestion

Having analyzed the hndings, there are some suggestions for studying

irony. This study is aimed to find the ironies in Jane Austen's Emma and then

categoizrthem into their forms. Thus, this study is limited to find the three major

ironies, verbal irony, dramatic irony, and situational irony. It is suggested that fcrr

the next study on irony, one could include the other forms of ironies'

A study on irony demands patience and sensitivity on words, thoughts,

events. and acts. It is helpful to have willingness to find and trace evidences

through out the novel in deciding several events, conversations, thoughts and acts

and then classiff them intatheir forms. Above allthe writer hopes that this study

would be of use to the readers'
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